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Editor’s Address
Dear IJA Members,

Thank you for my appointment as Newsletter Editor. For those of you who were unable to attend the convention, let me
mention that my bid for this position was not hotly contested. Be that as it may, I am still thrilled to have been chosen.
My thanks to all those who have contributed articles to my first edition-most especially Dave Walden, who did everything but

hold my hand as 1 typed. Also my great appreciation goes to Vice-President Tom Dewart, for his fantastic minute-by-minute
convention reports. Roger Doilarhide has provided his fine photographs, and friends Patricia Feeney and Mary Feeney (no,
they’re not sisters) are responsible for the terrific graphics and layout of the newsletter.

If anyone would like to contribute. I’d be more than happy to receive articles. (I may, however, edit them to death). Also, please
send announcements of get-togethers and performances for inclusion in the Calendar of Events. Mail them well in advance so

area jugglers can attend. Interested advertisers, please write to me for the new advertising policy.
Future newsletters will be published on approximately these dates; Oct./Nov.-Oct.30; Dec.-Dec. 15 (Membership Roster and

call for 1979 dues); Jan./Feb.-Jan.30; March/April-March 30; May-May 15; June/JulyJune 30.
Thus far, producing the IJA’s newsletter has proved to be a fascinating sideline. (In real life. I’m an English teacher.) I can see

that this could fast become an obsession!
looking forward to hearing from you soon.m

; h
Donna DiMeo

1979 IJA Convention
many people as possible to make sure this convention will

have something for everyone. Please let us know your ideas
for convention activities soon so that we have lots of time to

get everything organized. We can be reached by writing:
IJA Convention, c/o Eric Roberts, 149 Larch Road,
Cambridge, MA 02138.

Eric Roberts

John Robinson

Conuention Co-C/iaiVpeop/e
Preparations for the thirty-second annual IJA

Convention are already underway and it promises to be

bigger and better than ever. The convention will be
centered at Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusetts
(a college town in a rural New England setting) and will run

from the evening of Tuesday, July 17, through Sunday, July
22, 1979.
Even though we still have a year to go before the opening

day, the convention plans are running along and we’re
expecting to put together a really exciting convention.
Some of the highlights are:
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Five (one more than last year) days of juggling fun!
Use of the gymnasium (the convention hail) 24 hours a
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6&7day!
Dorms,cafeteria, workshop areas and gym ai! together

on the campus (plus 550 acres of farmland and forest for

outside juggling)!
Sauna and swimming pool facilities at the gym!
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At the moment, we’re getting a lot of help from
Hampshire College and a lot of jugglers in the
Massachusetts area, but we are anxious to hear from as
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Multiplex
Controversy

Taken from 1978 !JA Championships Rules
and Regulations Senior Division Events:
Numbers Juggling (4 trials). Only these
props may be used: 7 balls or 7 rings or 5
clubs or sticks. Floor bouncing of balls is
not allowed.

Roger Dollarhide
Controversy arose in the numbers event when

Lheith wanted to enter using the multiplex technique
of juggling 7 bails. After conferring with several other
prominent IJA-ers, I disallowed his entry from being
eligible for a prize. Here are my reasons.
Based on my own experience in practicing

multiplex-type juggling and the similar experience of
some of those with whom I conferred, I concluded that
7 ball multiplex juggling is not nearly as difficult to learn
nor as strenuous to maintain as a regular 7 bail or 5
club cascade. Lheith himself demonstrated this when
he kept the pattern going for 110 seconds, and showed
little sign of fatigue afterward. When Steve Mills broke
the 72 second record for 5 clubs by juggling for 105
seconds, he literally collapsed to the floor afterwards
and complained of pain in his arms. Steve is a full-time
professional, in excellent physical condition.
Another reason for not allowing multiplex in the

Numbers event is that although not specifically stated
in the rules, (admittedly an unfortunate oversight), the
7 ball or ring or 5 club juggle applies to the cascade
only. I have attended every one of the last 11 INA
conventions, and 1 don’t recall anyone doing a pattern
other than a cascade. A shower pattern is just too
difficult to perform in a numbers competition - to
attempt it would be foolish. Therefore it never occured

to me to consider the possibility of someone using a
pattern other than the regular cascade. Furthermore,
no set of rules for any endeavor can include all
eventualities. As Championships Director, I took the
responsibility of interpreting the rules to mean that
only the regular cascade pattern was acceptable in the
Numbers event.

Finally although multiplex juggling is certainly
legitimate as a juggling technique, and in fact, won
Lheith considerable points in the Ball juggling event for
his skill in its use, the technique does not lend itself to

(Cont. on P. 3)
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Lhieth performing 1 ba// Multiplex

Lheith

During the recent IJA Convention, 1 believe that 1
unfairly and prematurely disqualified during the numbers
juggling event in the championships competition. In that
event, I finished with a winning time of 110 seconds
announced by the Championships Director, Roger
Dollarhide.

After observing my juggling, including multiplex juggling,
on at least two occasions at the Eugene Convention, the
director accepted my entrance fees for the Ball Juggling and
Numbers events. A few hours, later, I was informed the the
director wanted to speak to me regarding premature
disqualification.
Upon locating the director, I learned that I was to be

disqualified from the numbers competition based on the
1978 iJA Championships Rules and Regulations. When I
asked Mr. Dollarhide what in the rules would disqualify
the director stated, “Everything is not in the rules,” and then
said that since the topic under discussion was controversial.
1 should ask my fellow competitors how they felt about
competing in numbers juggling under the posted rules. I

(Coni, on P. 3)

was

as

me,

me
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Dollarhide cont.

the Numbers event because a separate throw is not
given to each ball. In some or most throws, 2 balls go
up together. Balls may also be caught two at a time or
separately.
Hovey Burgess, in a parady of the multiplex

technique, gave the perfect example of the problems
involved in allowing multiplex jugglers to compete in
the numbers event. His “entry” for this event was 5
clubs, taped together and juggled as if they were 3. The
multiplex technique would make a mockery of the
numbers event just as comedy jugglers for years have
spoofed the “skill” jugglers with the old “9 ball juggle”
gag.

Lheith cont.

didn’t believe that my competitors were needed to correctly
interpret the rules, but I decided to comply anyway.
Of the eleven entrants in the event beside myself, seven

signed a petition that was presented to the Director. It
stated that 1 should be allowed to fairly compete in the

championships using multipex juggling and that if the rules

needed to be changed, they should be rewritten for next

years competition.
Prior to the start of the Numbers event, the Director

announced that 1 was the first person ever to be disqualified
in the ten year history of the Championships. At the time of

this disqualification I would like to point out that it was still

theoretically possible for me to have attempted 5 clubs or 7

rings, so my premature disqualification was undoubtedly
arbitrary and unfair. 1 was then given a brief, timed moment

to speak, in which 1 stated that in fact the rules did not

disqualify me, and presented my arguments. Several other

people spoke, and a motion was introduced by Phineas
Indritz that would allow me to compete. Mr. Indritz pointed
out that during a Legal conventionn motions can be voted

upon at any time, not solely at business meetings. He was

ruled out of order by Mr. Dollarhide, and no vote was taken.

I feel I was unfairly prevented from discussing the multiplex
subject, and having it voted on, at the most appropriate
forum, when nearly all IJA conventioneers were in
attendance.

When my name was not included on the roster of
participants for the Numbers event, I again asked if I might
be allowed to compete. With a great deal of reservation the

Director finally agreed to time my trials while continuing to

uphold my disqualification. It was then that I juggled 7 balls
for 110 seconds.

Finally, I believe that it is also theoretically possible for a 7

ball multiplex routine to be not only as difficult as other

single toss movements, but perhaps even more visually
esthetic and definitely permissible under the printed and

posted 1978 IJA Championships Rules and Regulations.
Thank you for this forum.

European
Report

London

June was a busy month for the London branch of the IJA.

Bob Dylan hit town for six concerts and, despite the fact he

had long since been sold out, decided he needed some
jugglers to back him up. Thus Toby Philpott, Mark
Robertson, Mike Gelb and myself all spent six evenings
warming up 17,000 people a show as they streamed into
Earls Court auditorium here. Toby ate fire, rode  a unicycle
and juggled everything; Mark did his flashing two-handed
yo-yo act and juggled; Mike juggled and I dodged beer cans
and juggled on a giraffe unicycle. There were no casualties
(at least at the concerts; Mark missed the last night having
been hit between the eyes with a cricket ball).

In late June the Chinese Acrobatic Theatre of Liaoning (a
cold industrial province bordering Korea) was at the Albert

Hall for six nights. IJA-er Stuart Fell and myself attended a

special dress rehearsal preceding the first show and were
invited to come back later in the week to watch them

practice and show our western-style juggling. We did,
taking along 15 year old Mark and cabaret juggler-unicyclist
Yuri Gridneff, who has a cockney accent despite the fact his
parents toured with a Russian circus in the 1920s. The 50

Chinese, aged 13-23, were incredibly good and tried hard

not to make us feel to out-gunned.
They did no real toss juggling, though several were

proficient with our rings and balls. A lad on a 10 foot giraffe
unicycle could kick three bowls, placed along his shin and
the top of his foot, to a perfect stack on his head - we never

saw him miss. The group diablo work was impeccable.
They did not even use devil sticks in their shows, though the
girls were excellent with them, one having mastered several
moves keeping two sticks going in opposite directions with
her two hand sticks.

They liked Yuri’s club juggling, including under the leg
passes, on his giraffe, and Stuart’s acrobatic juggling and
close-up magic. But they were most taken with - and most

eager to try - Mark’s yo-yos.

Lloyd Timberlake

THE IJA NEWLETTER IS PUBLISHED BY

THE INTERIMATIOIMAL JUGGLERS'ASSOCIATION

INTERNATIONAL JUGGLERS'ASSOCIATION I07B

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Subscription by IJA membership

Please send news Items to:
Newsletter Editor
Donna DiMeo

253 Raymond Street
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604

Send membership Inquiries to;
Secretary

Mary Wilkens Wisser
839 Lenz Drive

Anaheim, Ca. 92805
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Calendar

Report on
MIT Mini-Convention

New Haven: Larry Forsberg holds a juggling
workshop, generally on the first Sunday of each
month. For more info, call him at (203) 865-3769.

Seattle: The Seattle Jugglers’ Association meets from
11:30 am until 1:30 pm in the Food Circus Court of the
Seattle Center. At 1:30 pm they often move outside for

a couple of additional hours of juggling. Contact Ray
Fryson, 250 East 39th Street, Seattle Washington
98112, for further info.

Boston: Area jugglers meet from 1 pm until 4 PM or
later, every Sunday in front of the M.I.T. Student
Center in Cambridge. In case of inclement weather,
the meeting will be in room 491 of the Student Center.
For further info, phone David LeDoux (617) 253-7322.
Visitors are welcome.

Cambridge, Mass.: Every Thursday the M.I.T.
Juggling Club will meet from 8 pm until 11 pm in room
491 of the M.I.T. Student Center. Call David LeDoux

(617) 253-7322 for further info. Visitors are welcome.

Marblehead, Mass: Every Thursday jugglers in the
area get together at the Old Fire House on School St.
Check with Eric Persson at (617) 468-3214 for further
info.

New York City: Every Friday a free juggling
workshop is held from 12 noon to 2 pm in the Choir
Room of Trinity Church at Broadway and Rector
Streets in downtown New York City. John Grimaldi is

workshop leader.

Berkeley: Every Saturday a juggling class meets from
10:30 am until 5:30 pm in Willard Park on Hillegass
near Derby in front of the flagpole. Everyone is
welcome. Joining members pay $20. for perpetual
membership. Jugglers passing through the Bay Area
are encouraged to attend free of charge. Phone Bill
Barr at (415) 221-5191 in San Francisco for further
info.

I97H Mir Mini-Convention Attendees

David LeDoux

MIT Juggling Club
An all-day mini-convention held on June 17 in

big success, drawing anCambridge, Mass., was
attendance of about 80 jugglers from at least six states.
Robbie Fallon brought down a big group from New
Hampshire, Robert Leith was there from New Jersey
demonstrating the new line of Gemini juggling equipment,
and Roger Dollarhide came by from Connecticut with his

camera. Special thariks go to Kay Quinn, proprietress of

the Jugglers’ Vane in Boston, for handing out leaflets
announcing the event.

After spending the morning and early afternoon juggling
in a large room in the MIT Student Center, the group moved
outside to have a photo taken, and continue juggling on the
lawn till darkness fell. The convention broke up around 9

p.m., and to top off the evening, several of the attendees
went over to watch the Amazing Fantasy Jugglers (Don
and Lana Reed, and Rawd Holbrook) perform their
excellent street act in Harvard Square.

Los Angeles: On the last Saturday of every month
area jugglers meet in McArthur Park. For more info,
call Lheith at (213) 434-6325.

Buffalo, N.Y.: On the second Sunday of each month
the Buffalo Juggling Club meets from 1 pm until 3 pm
at the Church of the Good Shepherd, 96 Jewett
Parkway, Buffalo. Phone Rich Chamberlain at (716)
881-3325 for further info.
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IJA
Reports

Business Meeting Summary

On Saturday, July 15, the IJA Convention held its
business meeting. The proceeding lasted two hours and
forty minutes, and was conducted by Vice President Bill
Barr, in the absence of President Dennis Soldati.
The 1977-78 slate of officers presenfed summaries of their

year’s activites. Dennis Soldati mailed in a description of his
efforts to incorporate the IJA, and to copyrite the IJA
emblem. Bill Barr offered a thought to fellow members: If

you lose your way, remember that you’re here to further
juggling. Convention chairmen Tom Dewart and Larry
Wakeman reported that some 300 jugglers were in
attendance and that all was running smoothly. Roger
Dollarhide informed the members of his progress to have

past issues of the newsletter microfilmed. Carol Benge,
Treasurer-Secretary, was absent, but a treasurer’s report is
printed elsewhere in this issue.

Tom DcwartPublicity Report

Publicity for the convention was very extensive. Pre
convention, the Eugene Register-Guard, the Oregonian,
the Oregon Times, and Eugene Magazine carried articles
announcing the activities. Radio interviews with Tom
Dewart and Larry Wakeman were broadcast, and public
service announcements of fhe public show were made on

radio stations throughout the state. Tom, Larry, Gary
Calder and others were filmed by local TV stations, and

Tom and Larry appeared on Good Morning Oregon.
During the course of the convention, many local

featured articles and pictures capturing thenewspapers

events. Highlighted by the Williamette Valley Observer,
the Sunday Oregonian, and the Oregon Daily Emerald
were the jugglers parade, Hovey Burgess and Andy Swan
during the championships, and various convention
attendees. Associated Press released a picture of the
jugglers’ parade which was published in newpapers
throughout the world, including Florida and London. CBS-
TV filmed various parfs of the convention, including
interviews with Lenny Mazel and Allan Jacobs, the Flying
Karamazov Brothers passing clubs, and Steve Mills
dramatically collapsing to the floor after breaking the IJA
five club record. These segments were broadcast nationally
on the six o’clock news program on Saturday, July 15.
Virtually every TV station in Oregon was also in
attendance.

On Wednesday, August 23, ABC—TV’s Good Morning
America broadcast a three minute film of convention
activities. Although the IJA was not specifically mentioned,
the footage was subtitled
Convention

International Jugglers’
and included some fine segments of

The results of the 1978 election of officers:

President-Bill Barr

l/P-Tom Dewart

Secretary-Mary Wilkins Wisser
Treasurer-Rich Chamberlain
Efistorian-Dennis Soldati
Newsletter Editor-Donna DiMeo
Education Director-Dave Finnigan

Championships Director-Ered “Garbo” Carver
European Direcfor-Linsay Leslie (Scotland)
Honorary Directors: Larry Wakeman, Carol
Benge, Dave Walden
Foreign Correspondenfs-Karl-Heinz Zeithen,
Lloyd Timberlake, Roland Weise
Publicity Director to be chosen by convention
chairmen.

convention activities.

Rich ChamberlainTreasurer’s Report
Balcince from previous account

Money returned from 1978 Convention
New Memberships

Newsletter Ad

$2,329.20

1,172.09
257.00

John Robertson and Eric Roberts of Massachusetts were

selected as 1979 Convention Co-chairpersons. See their
report elsewhere in this issue. Also presented was an

excellent proposal for Atlanta, Georgia, sponsored by the
IJA.5.00

A motion was presented and approved that future con
ventions be extended to 5 days. The issue of charters and

chapters of the IJA was also raised, but no action was voted.

Also discussed were changes in the Championships
Competitions. These proposed changes will be aired in the
newsletter by newly appointed Director Garbo.

$3,763.29

Expenses
Convention awards

Newsletter Expenses

Postage and misc.

$26.00

52.24

20.00

98.24

Roger Dollarhide was commended for his 10 years of
service as Championships Director. Tom Dewart and Larry
Wakeman were also applauded for an excellent job as
convention organizers.

.$3,763.29
—98.24

Balance in I.J.A. Account 3,665.05
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CONVENTIONTOM OEWART

Photos: Roger Dollarhide

Thursday July 13th
Thursday morning the convention attendance had

reached the 200 mark. About this time various shouting

and applause was apparent in the convention hall as the
crowd voiced approval of individual performances. Also
apparent in the main room at this time was the presence
of several light trees and a film crew with very elaborate
equipment. These belonged to correspondent Dan
Chaykin from New York City, who spent the next two
days intensively filming the convention, with slow motion

and special effects, for ABC’s Good Morning America,
to be aired nationally within a few weeks after the
convention (see publicity report, elsewhere in this issue).
About 9:00 a.m., the I.J.A. officers present held  a short

exectutive board meeting in the lobby, and proposals for

the site of the 1979 convention were briefly discussed.
At 1:00 p.m.. Bill Barr and a group of jugglers

temporarily departed from the convention hall to do a

benefit show for 80 or so elderly folks at the Celeste
Campbell Senior Center in Eugene. The show featured
Lenny and La Banana doing a skit with an accordian,
Larry Vaksman, Bobby and Price, Edward Jackman (all
jugglers); Solange bellydancing while balancing a cane;
and Bill Barr as master of ceremonies. The show was

very well received: a letter of thanks from the Center was

received shortly thereafter which says, “Thank the
performers for us for their effort and time spent bringing
a most enjoyable day to the lives of our friends.”
Exuberent and fanatical juggling continued all

afternoon and evening. Then, at 9:00 p.m., it was time to

show movies; the convention hall was divided into two
parts by one of the fold-out walls ()4 for movies, and the

other y2 for, of course, juggling for the hard-cores). The
first and last movie shown was a 16mm film with sound of

W.C. Fields in 1934 entitled “The Great McGonicle”, an

extract from “The Old Fashioned IVay” in which W.C.
did 3 balls, 3 and 10 cigar boxes, cane tricks, and, of

course, his incredible stage presentation. Then recent
movies of Dick Francis, Kris Kremo, and Albert Lucas
were shown, all very exciting. Next was a hilarious movie

of Kit Summers’ and Jon Helds’ trip to Delaware for the

1977 convention. Two m.ovies of Ignatov were shown,
one filmed in 1973 and the other in 1977. Next ’was a

movie of Bobby May in 1936 which included such talents
as juggling 3 balls off the floor while standing on his head,
and tap dancing and hopping on one leg while juggling 3

clubs. Also shown were movies of various jugglers in
L.A. and a current movie of Bobby May juggling 3 clubs.

The 1978 I.J.A. Convention was the largest gathering
of jugglers ever, with a totpl attendance of almost 350

persons. It was held in the incredibly posh Valley River
Inn, which included such facilities in the convention hall
as fold-out walls and a movie screen which dropped from

the ceiling, as well as diffused lighting.
For some jugglers, the aura of the convention started a

day early, on July 11th, when Steve Mills, Edward
Jackman, Kit Summers, Lheith, the Haines Family, Gary
Calder and others converged in the backyard of Tom
Dewart’s house for a juggle-in. As the afternoon rolled
on, the group decided to move to larger outdoor facilities
■ namely Alton Baker Park, the site for the preconvention
party the following day. By about 4:00 p.m., more than
thirty jugglers were gathered together in the hot sun, on
the wide-open lawns of the park. Jugglers remained until

dark, then disbanded for the night, only to return the

next day for the largest pre-convention party ever.

Friday July 14th
Early Friday morning lot

convention hall warming
This year, the Champions!
ended just before the pubi
Championships there wa
traditional public show
Auditorium in Eugene.
The show included Gei

ceremonies and opened ^
Brothers performing a ve
club passing, cigar boxe
ended with passing nine
stuffed fish, sickle, molatc
torch, egg, ukulele, and a “
Norm Johnson, who n
mouthstick with firewhee

done to loud drumming in

came Bobbo Bryant whe
raised rola-bola. Edwar;

and club performances,
correlated to a story. /
Jason (a mime) who c
movements with thimbles,

rag, and bucket. Molassc
swallowed two swords at

Held, and Steve Mills ju;
and did formation riding.
JeanPaul Jenack, The

doing a spoof on the pr
shakers. Michael Baldri

tennis balls. Bill Barr did

to juggle, using a woman
Eccentric did a mime piec
chin. Lenny and La Ban
I.J.A. Pit Orchestra, did .
washtub bass. Magical f

Wednesday July 12th
By 1:00 p.m. over 75 jugglers had arrived at the

University of Oregon campus for advance registration
and to check into the dormitories'for the duration of the

convention. The weather was 80 degrees, sunny and
clear with little humidity and very little wind: perfect
conditions for outdoor juggling. Juggling ensued in the

quadrangle of the dorms and in the registration room
until 4:00 p.m. when everyone departed for the
preconvention party in the park. Upon arrival, a massive
group of jugglers (later estimated at 150 persons)
occupied a large area in the park, and it was obvious to

anyone passing by that a most unusual event was
happening. As evening began to set in, an
announcement was made that ice cold beer was on tap;
needless to say, the I.J.A. went through two large kegs of
beer in less than two hours (after all, it was a party). Just

about this time, a health-food concession stand called
“One Shot Deal” began serving pocket sandwiches,
lemonade and watermelon, which was very much
appreciated by all the hungry jugglers. Juggling and
socializing continued into the night, and finally when it

was too dark to juggle, there was an outbreak of fire
torches with regular, as well as, green flames. When the

last few jugglers finally departed from the park at about

11:00 p.m., there wasn’t a single piece of litter on the
ground. Bravo I.J.A.!!!

Juggling room overall scene
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Sunday July 16th

The energy on Sunday ran high, and freeform juggling
was the order of the day. Lots of jugglers showed no
intention of leaving the convention hall for the entire day.
Many spectators continued to observe, and if they
missed the championships on Friday, they had another
chance to see them on Juggle Bug’s video tape which
played over and over Sunday afternoon in the foyer.
Around 6:00 p.m., people began leaving for the post
convention party, which was held in a beautiful house
way up in the hills overlooking the Eugene area.
Not much juggling occurred, as space didn’t permit,
although someone did set up a tight wire between two
trees. Juggling in the convention hall lasted till around

8:00 p.m.,when the last holdouts finally departed to bring
the 1978 I.J.A. Convention “officially” to a close.
However, the following day, group juggling and the aura

of the convention still continued as illustrated by Barrett
Felker, Edward Jackman, Peter Davison, Jon and David
Held, and others. This group managed to occupy one of

the buildings at the University of Oregon, and continued
juggling all day...

s
i great feats of magic.

Letchworth did a comical mime and juggling piece
about a street scene in Berkeley. The last act featured
the Haines Family Circus trick-riding on 7 ft. and 10 ft.

unicycles as well as jumping rope on unicycles. The
closing of the show was “The Big Toss-Up”, for which the

show was named, which featured the juggling part of the

audience all on stage doing their thing(s). The show was

a great success, both from the audience’s point of view
and monetarily for the I.J.A.

Craig Barnes and Lee

f

r

I

Saturday July 15th
Saturday morning the convention attendance had

broken the 300 mark. Once again, the convention hall
was divided into two rooms - one for juggling and the
other for the business meeting. Bill Barr, who led the

meeting, was determined to keep the proceedings as
short as possible, so everyone could get back to serious
juggling.

After the meeting, it was time for the parade through
town. Waiting outside the Inn was the “Lukenbach
Special”, a converted Greyhound bus, which
transported about 50 jugglers to the University of
Oregon, where the parade was scheduled to start. With
motorcycle escorts, unicycles, banners, costumes and
more, the group traveled about 15 blocks to Eugene’s
famous Saturday Market, which is the local arts, crafts,
and entertainment fair. More juggling was being done

there by the Portland Family Circus and the Westwind
Aerial Zircus (Roberto Morganti and Mose Wright).

After the parade, back at the Inn, Lheith taught a
workshop on multiplex juggling. A television was
brought into the hall to enable everyone to watch the
CBS News coverage of the convention. Then the main
room was cleared so the convention staff could set up for
the banquet. About 170 people attended, and for the first

time, a vegetarian meal was available. Mike Marlin acted
as master of ceremonies, and Roger Dollarhide
announced the winners of the Championships and
presented their awards. Then the new officers were
introduced.

Following the banquet was the “after dinner” show.
Mike acted again as m.c. The show opened with
Reverend Chumleigh doing his “death walk” on
broken glass, and his sidekick Brodie, “dog of the
future”, doing various tricks. Then Magical Mystical
Michael performed more feats of magic. Avner the
Eccentric performed various tricks with a red scarf
while doing a mime piece. Tom Notty blew bubbles of
all sizes and shapes while smoking a cigarette. One of his
tricks was a smoke bubble inside a clear bubble. Then

Roberto Morganti did his 3 ball routine, and Molasses
ate more fire. John Grottola juggled day-glo balls under

2 four ft. “blacklights”. The show climaxed when Glenn
Davis took off his shirt as he juggled under the

blacklights and finally removed everything as he
continued to juggle. (The Valley River Inn never heard of

such a thing...).
Saturday night, the convention hall stayed open till

2:30 a.m., occupied by fanatical and dedicated jugglers.
For the second year in a row, the convention center night
man, realizing his efforts to close the room at 12 midnight
were futile, was persuaded to learn how to juggle in the
wee hours of the morning.

zkman

■ of jugglers were back in the
ip for the Championships,
ps lasted almost 8 hours and
; show began. Following the
a mass departure for the
at Sheldon High School

o the Clown as master of

ith the Flying Karamazov
y refined act which included
, musical instruments and
ssorted objects (frying pan,
f cocktail, meat cleaver, fire
moking hatchet”). Next was
de a unicycle and used a
, while juggling torches (all
the background). Following
did a routine while astride a

Jackman did dynamic ball
4nd a devil stick routine
Iso performing was James
d various sleight of hand
Greg Dean juggled a mop,
s (Mose Wright) ate fire and
once. Kit Summers, Jon
gled fire torches on tall uni’s
Immediately following came
Amateur Extraordinare,
vious act and also juggling
Ige did a great routine with
i spoof on teaching someone
n the audience. Avner the

; and balanced a ladder on his

ina, otherwise known as the
skit with an accordian and

lystical Michael performed

Robert Morganti

This year’s convention was attended by people from ,35

states, 4 provinces in Canada, and the Dominican
Republic.
Some new ideas that were tried at this year’s

convention were:

Beer on tap at the pre-convention party
Scheduled live piano music in the foyer
iMassage availability
iWine and vegetarian meal at the banquet

•“Official” display tables for propmakers
IParade through town
Scheduled post- convention party
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Roger Dollarhide’s Championships Report
The championships were long and difficult this year, due

to the large number of entries (84) and a controversy over

multiplex juggling. Despite the long 7 hour day of
competition and controversy, the competitors performed
marvelously, with great skill and humor. The audience, too,
was very well-behaved despite the eventual weariness of the
proceedings, when the novelty of the TV crews and the
performances wore thin with the burden of passing time.
F.veryone kept their cool, and there was never an angry
'.ct)rd (that I heard) over the multiplex controversy. The fact

■ iiat no real nastiness erupted shows what a really fraternal

■ganization the IJA is and what great people IJA-ers are. I
hope nothing ever happens to destroy the fellowship that
exists in our organization.

I would like to thank my fellow competition officials for
their help. Judy and Hovey Burgess have been a great help
to me with the Championships over the years and this year
was no exception. As scorekeeper and timekeeper,
respectively, they volunteered several hours of their
valuable juggling time to help me. I really appreciate it.

The panel of judges, although having diverse juggling
interests, all performed their jobs with fairness, skill, and
consistency. Thank you. Judges Will Harmon, Garbo, and
Dave Walden.

After ten years of directing the Championships, I am
more than happy to turn the job over to Garbo. 1 wish him
luck in bringing the Championships back to being  a fun
activity. It is definitely time for a change in the
Championships. As I’ve said before, the original intention of
the Championships was to promote juggling as a sport ■
maybe even elevate it to Olympic status someday. There

others, however, who want to promote the
rntertainment and artistic aspects of juggling, as well they
should. Each year brings new surprises, ideas, and
excitment at the IJA Convention. Let’s keep the good thing
going! See you at Amherst in 79! Keep ‘em flying!

oi

<it f

Other notable performances:
Steve Mock’s very smooth 3 ball juggle, and his cigar box

routine for which he was awarded first place, Object
Manipulation.

Barrett Felker’s marvelous 3 club juggle
Karamazov Brothers’ unique Team Juggling entry,which

included a bounce juggle off giant Congo drums!
Garbo and Jacobs’ team juggling, which won first place in

that category, was great. They have only been working
together a few months.

Mike Marlin’s second place act for Auxiliary equipment
was performed while atop a “dead” body.

Also in the Auxiliary equipment was Bouchard, “the little
happy one from the village”, who placed dead last. His act
was basically unleashed insanity - at one point he even
jumped onto the judges’ table!

There was only one female contestant who entered the
Championships: Peggy Hannan, in the Junior Division.

Bob Bryant and Norm Johnson accompanied each
other’s club routines with drumming. This really added to
the acts and created a lot of audience response.

The participants are listed in the order in which they
finished. Winning scores are listed for first, second and third
places.
Junior Division:

Ben Decker (69.33), Paul Burke (63.66), Ron Meyers
(62.66), Mike Keith, Roger French, Linsay Morris, Happy
Feder, Ken Appelnaum, John Owleioler, David Wilkins,
Rob Leith, Peggy Hannon, David Haines, Michael Taylor.

Senior Division:
Balls: Barrett Felker (82.33), Edward Jackman (76), Peter
Davison (72), Lheith, Steve Mock, Joe Jordan, Larry
Vaksman, Steve Mills, Kit Summers, Robert Morganti,
Craig Darmes, Bill Barr, Arthur Lewbel, Jon Held, Lenny
Mazel, Andy Swan, Mike Kass, Jim Gagmepain, John
Beckner, Glenn Davis.

Clubs: Barrett Felker (79), Peter Davison (75), Edward
Jackman (70.33), Norm Johnson, Steve Mills, Kit
Summers, Mike Kass, Bob Bryant, Joe Jordan.

Numbers: Steve Mills (105 sec.), Barrett Felker (80.5 sec.),
Peter Davison (33.5 sec.), Joe Jordan, Ed Jackman, Kit
Summers, Will Harmonarmon, Bob Bryant, Norm
Johnson, Frank Olivier, Jim Gagnepain. •kit

WT.-"'

S'. V 3-
w Nr-

Object Manipulation: Steve Mock (68.33), Joe Jordan
(65.66), Edward Jackman (64.33), Lenny Mazel, John
Luker, Steve Mills, Andy Swann, Glenn Davis, John Held,
Frank Olivier.

Sieve Mills breaking IJA 5 club Championships record.
At Judge's table (r. to i): Dave Walden. Garbo, Roger Dollurbide,
Judy Burgess.

Auxiliary Equipment: Edward Jackman (57), Mike Marlin
(56), Steve Mills (44.66), Holn Held, Larry Vaksman, Kit
Summers, Bob Bryant, Joe Jordan, Bouchard.

Championship Highlights Donna DiMeo

In the numbers juggling event, the IJA record set by Fudi
in 1968 was broken this year, not only by one entrant, but by
two. Steve Mills juggled five clubs for winning time of 110
seconds, and Barrett Felker kept five pins aloft for 80.5
seconds, to earn second place in the Numbers event.

Several contestants won multiple awards: Peter Davison,
Edward Jackman, and Barrett Felker each placed in 3
events, and Steve Mills captured two ribbons.

Team Juggling: Garbo and Jacobs (77.66), The Karamazov
Brothers (60.66), John Held and Kit Summers (52.33), Ed
Jackman and Peter Davison, Passing Fancy, Mike Marlin
and Jean Paul Janack.

The above listing excludes entrants Houey Burgess, who
juggled 5 clubs taped together as 3, and Lheith, who was
disqualified. (See Multiplex Controversy, Page 2.) .)

**
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Adams, Raja David

Aitchison, Suzie

Albaugh, Melinda

Alton, Robert

Anderson, Fred

Andrews, Carter

Antolic, Jack

Appelbaum,Ken

Arbeitman, Bob

Avalos, Michael

Baldridge, Diane
Baldridge, Michael

Banks, Mike

Baran, John

Barnard, Doug

Barnes, Craig
Barr, Bill

Barry, Martin

Beckman, Tom

Beckner, Jon

Berger, Dick

I^st, Scott

Biewener, Mary Ann

Biller, Teri

Bochenski, Gary

Bochenski, Mike

Bogue, Peter

Bouchard, Reynald

Bour, Donna

Bowles, Chris

Boyd, Kirk

Brittow, Joe

Broome, Doug

Brown, Tom

Bryant, Bobbo

Buhler, Joe

Burgess, Hovey

Burgess, Judy

Burke, Beverly
Burke, Paul

Burlingame, Price

Cady, Jay

Calder, Gary

Carlip, Hillary
Cctrpenter, Ed

Carrier, Maryl
Carrow, Chris

Carson, Carolyn
Cate, Bruce

Cave, Richard

Chamberlin, Rich

Chumleigh, Rev. Michael

Clary, Bob

Chaykin, Dan

Cloud, John

Cochrane, Steve

Cofino, Amy

Cooper, Paul
Conde, Ricardo

Cornish, Jan

Cote', Sonia
Cousineau, Phil

Curtis, Candy

Custer, Chris

Dalrymple, Keith

Danziger, Burt

Davis, Glenn

Davis, Jack (Diane & Steve)

Davis, Woody

Davison, Peter

Dawley, Marva

Dean, Greg
Debrick, Frank

Decker, Ben

Dewart, Tom

Dickerson, Laura

Dierks, Paul

Diety, Patricia

Digiovianna, Rich

DiMeo, Donna

Dingman, Richard

Dingman, Tim

Dodge, Chris

Dollarhide, Roger

Dosemagen, William

Dube', Brian

Eaves, Lynn

Eisenberg, Avner

Ele, Roy

Eyestone, Jerry

Eyestone, Judy
Fallon, Robert

Farber, Nathan (Ranaga)

Feder, Happy Jack

Felder, Sara

Felker, Barrett

Ferry, Hugh Magic
Finnigan, Dave

Fish, Harry
Fitz, Ed

Flannery, Jim

Foster, Randy

French, Roger
Frisella, Mark

Fruque, Susan

Fryson, Raymond

Gagnepain, Jim

Gagnepain, Matt

Garrett, Troy

Garver, Fred Garbo
Geno the Clown

George, Robert

Mock, Steve Shifalo, Toni

Shrewder, Roy

Shurman, Jerry

Siig, Holly

Slack, Henry

Small, Larry

Smith, Chris

Smith, Michael

Smith, Paul

Smyth, Duncan

Sohn, Ira

Solange

Spurney, John

Stephens, Toi (Goose)

Steurer, Robert

Storey, Robby

Strieker, Jim

Strinka, Jim

Strong, Steve

Statesman, Doug

Statesman, Sarah

Summers, Kit

Surles, Richard

Sutherland, Mark

Swan, Andrew

Swetland, Sam

Taylor, Eric

Taylor, Michael

Tenenbaum, Kezia

Terra, Cyn
Thomas, Allison

Thomas, Dan

Tiarretto, Lynn

Tomes, Steve

Twist, Toby

Underdahl, Doug

Vaksman, Larry (Vee)

Vanalstyne, Ned

Vandeberg, Cyril
Venable, H.D,
Ventfou

Vesper, Mike

Vondruska, Mike

Votaw, Carol

Vulgamore, Larry

Walden, Dave

Walden, Luke

Walden, Sara

Walker, Del

Walker, Ellen

Walker, Kim

Wakeman, Larry
Ward, Bob

Washlake, Mike

White, Tim

Whitesides. William

Wickes, Janet

Wilkins, David

Willford, Philip

Williams, Jim

Wilson, David

Winger, Dutch

Winger, Lance

Wirgart, Ron

Wisser, Mary Wilkins

Wright, Mose (Molasses)
Wolfe, Jack

Wyckoff, Tom

Gillette, Wayne
Gillen, Mitch

Goldberg, Bob

Gordon, Tim

Goudeau, Michael

Graham, Tim

Greenspan, Alan

Grottman, Willy
Grottola, John

Haber, Stuart

Haeberli, Frances

Hagen, Eric

Haines Family Circus
Carol Haines

David Haines

Dick Haines

Rose Haines

Wayne Haines

Hamburger, Rolf

Hamilton, Craig
Hannan, Lennox

Hannan, Peggy
Harmon, Will

Harmon, Mrs. Susanna

Hayes, Terrell

Healey, Mary
Heaton, Jay

Heine, Dave

Held, David

Held, Jon

Henry, Kevin

Henry, Mark

Hinds, Gary

Hoffman, Bob

Hogarth, Ross

Holland, Neal

Howard, Alan

Howell, John

Huddleston, Scott

Hunt, Susan

Huntsman, Dan

Indritz, Phineas

Jackman, Edward

Jackson, Brad

Jacobs, Allan

Jacobs, Darren

Jacobs, Greg

Janowski, Mickey
Jefferis, Richard

Jenack, John

Johnson, Doug
Johnson, Norm

Jordan, Joey

Joyce, Mary
Kahn, Bill

The Elying Karamazov Brothers Moore, Mike
(Howard, Paul, Randy and Tim)

Karmazyn, Alan

Kass, Michael

Keith, Mike

Kelly, James

Kemp, Charles

Kermit, Todd

Kerr, James

King, Duane

Kossoy, Andy

Kruse, Dick

Kurtzman, Barry
Lanfear, Thom

Leffingwell, Jon
Leith, Rob

Leslee, Karen

Letchworth, Lee

Levidow, Nancy

Lewbel, Arthur
Lheith

Lind, Robert

Lindemann, Tami

Linder, Ben

Lindholm, Frank

Lintz, Andy
Lisne, Pat

Litchford, Jason

Loeb, Lori
Loon

Loschiavo, Curly Bob
Luker II, John

Magical Mystical Michael

Mankin, Daniel

Mann, Jennifer

Margolus, Gary
Marlin, Michael

Marshall, Patricia

Mashler, Rick

Matteson, Muir

Matteson, Thor

Mazel, Lenny

McCready, Alta
McNeil, Stan

Medorsky, Marsha

Meekin, Tom

Meltzer, James

Mcrlo, Larry
Metzler, Dan

Meyers, Ron

Miller, Bo

Miller, J.D.

Mills, Richard

Mills, Steve

Minshini, Jim

Moore, Tracy

Morganti, Roberto

Morris, Lindsay

Moss, Cindy

Moss, Greg

Murray, Kristi

Nayer, David

Nelson, Robert

Nelson, Roy

Neufeld, Quent

Neuhaus, Barbera

Newton, John

Nicolaus, Pete

Nottey, Tom

Oldweiler, John

Olivier, Frank

Olson, Larry

O’Meara, Claire

Osman, Emily

Park, John

Phillips, Tom

Pollack, Barbera

Plimpton, Jack

Polissar, Jeremy

Pollissar, Nayak
Preckwinkle. Zeus

Rainey, Sam

Ramsay, John

Ramsay, Peter

Ranger, Benoit

Rechtman, Marte
Reff, Ron

Reid, Paul

Reutershan, John

Riker, David

Ritchie, Stan

Roberts, Eric

Roberts, Anne

Roberts, Jim

Robinson, John

Roper, Jeffrey
Rosa, Julie

Rosen, Daniel

Rothman, Larry

Rusbult, Craig
Sadoff, Daniel

Sandstedt, Linda

Scalzo, Gary

Schachter, Cary

Schaurte, Margaret

Scofield, Jeremy

Seymour, Art

Sharps, Dave
Shea, Paul
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Brief Notes
Detroit; Any jugglers visiting this city should stop at Emily’s
Ice Cream Parlor, 171 W. Congress St. Emily sends a
coupon for a complimentary ice cream cone, and message
that she is “pushing juggling on the streets of Detroit.”

Massachusetts: Dave Walden reports that the Amazing
Fantasy Jugglers perform regularly in Harvard Square,
Cambridge. The group consists of Don and Lana Reed,
Rawd Holbrook and their drummers. Recently, the group
Slap Happy, from Amherst, has been performing on
Harvard Square on weekends; this group includes juggler
Allan Jacobs. The weekend of August 4th found IJA

Championships Director Ered “Garbo” Garver in Boston
taking in the street acts. He performed one evening with

Slap Happy.

Propmakers Together
at Last

Tom Dewart

Larry Wakeman
The 1978 Convention was the first time the propmakers

were all together in one specific area, where official display
tables were set up. If there was a question in anyone’s mind

as to who made what and where to find something, the foyer
of the convention hall was the place to go to find the answer.

The foyer, adjacent to the main room, also allowed the

maximum amount of space to be utilized in the convention
hall.

Taiwan: Ken Jer Shii Chen, a new IJA member, writes

asking that fellow jugglers visiting China please contact him.

He says that there are very few jugglers in his country, and

he would be glad to assist any IJA-er who visits Tiawan. His
address is: Ken Chen, Taiwan Provincial Institute of Family
Planning, P.O. Box 1020, Taichung City, Taiwan, Republic
of China.

David Booth displayed his unique clubs, made of cherry
wood and bamboo. The Cosmic Goose Juggling Farm
(Carolyn Carson and Bruce Cate, from Texas), specialized
in a variety of beanbag types, ranging from denim to
sequins, some with faces embroidered on them. At one
table was Bruce Dube, from New York, displaying an
entirely new line of equipment, including such items as

beanbags, diablos, cigar boxes and a new catalog.  A new

propmaker, Gemini Jugglers (Rob Leith from New Jersey),
was selling their line of clubs, cigar boxes, devil sticks and a

convention T-shirt. Juggle Bug (Dave Finnigan and Ray
Fryson, from Seattle), had a large stock of their items,
including T-shirts and “I’d rather be juggling” bumper
stickers; as well as prototypes of some items including rings
and an unusual juggler’s belt.
Lee Letchworth was also present, selling his injection

molded clubs; Linsay Morris showed his brand of beanbags
and devil sticks. Renaga (David Farber) offered an
assortment of juggling commodities. In a slightly different
vein. What’s Next?, a magic shop from Eugene, exhibited
various books and magic supplies. Zen Products (Ann
Worth) also offered beanbags for sale. In addition, IJA

convention buttons and T-shirts were sold, the latter
available from the convention co-chairmen.

Boston: Dave Waldin, David LeDoux, Rawd Holbrook and
Arthur Lewnel of the MIT Juggling Club were shown in a

picture on Page 3 of the Tuesday, June 30,1978 issue of the
Boston Globe. This picture was taken by and appeared
under the byline of the Globe’s top feature photographer,
Ulrike Welsch.

Connecticut: Lou Carroll writes that he and fellow jugglers
Larry Eorsburg, Judy Slaon, Susan Kirby, Bob Koenig,
John Granalis and Pete Loge entertained at the New Haven

Festival 78 Circus Smirkus, on July 8th and 9th. Lou terms

it, “probably the biggest juggling display in New Haven”.
Lou also entertained some 60,000 spectators at the Milford

(Conn.) Oyster Festival on August 19th.

Seabrook, New Hampshire: From Eric Roberts, 1979
Convention Co-chairperson: Last month, from June 24
through June 26, Seabrook, N.H. was the site of the largest
demonstration against nuclear power ever to take place in

the United States. And even though it did not get quite as

much publicity, the Seabrook demonstration was also the

site of a high-spirited, juggling get-together for quite a few
IJA folks, some talented recruits and a number of
newcomers introduced to the art of juggling. Working with

Boston Clamshell, I arranged to give a juggling workshop
Sunday afternoon, which turned out to be the only session
that drew more than ten people away from Jackson
Browne, Pete Seeger, Arlo Guthrie and other notables at

the main stage. With help from John Robinson and Jennifer
Miller, we had between 15-20 people juggling at the
workshop for a couple of hours before we broke up to join in
the other activities.

In addition to the workshop, there seemed to be a lot of

juggling going on throughout the weekend all over the
demonstration site. At least for this juggler, the sight of all
those balls and clubs passing though the sunlight (powered
by clean natural energy) was a gentle reminder that
movements for social change must have room for joy and
sharing of a common spirit as part of their work toward a
better time.

STILL AVAILABLE: 1978 IJA Convention T-shirts$5. each. Available

in red, yellow, orange, beige, l ight blue, and white, with finest quality
navy blue silkscreen. State size-S, M, L, XL. Add 50<I per shirt for
postage. Order from:

Tom Dewart and Larry Wakeman
P.O. Box 3705

Eugene, Oregon 97403

GEMINI JUGGLERS PROPS: available for immediate delivery.
Clubs: European, one piece molded polyethylene, long handled,
19'/2"-plain $5. ea., with rubber tips $6. ea., decorated $10. ea. (gold,
silver, copper, red, black). Cigar Boxes-molded polyethylene, small
or large size, $5. ea. (red. It. blue, green, yellow white). Devil Sticks-
24" or 28", rubber tips, 18" handsticks, $12. ea. Lacrosse Balls-
orange or white, $1.25 ea. Add 10% of order for shipping and
handling. P/ease make checks payable to Rob Leith. We’d like to
thank everyone at the IJA convention in Eugene for making our trip
such a success. Gemini Jugglers: 15 Pier Lane: Roseland NJ
07068.
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